
ESOL Remote Learning Support, 2nd grade Week 5, April 21-24 

ESOL Parents: This is extra support to accompany your child’s general education lesson plans. Please let 
us know if we can provide additional support. There are no additional ESOL assignments. 

tepperm@fultonschools.org carrier@fultonschools.org  nugentk@fultonschools.org 

Support for: Monday, April 20 and Wednesday, April 22 

Language Support: Irregular Verbs 

Regular verbs add “d”, “ed”, or “ied” to change from present tense to past tense. 

• Bake = baked 
• Work = worked 
• Cry = cried 

Irregular Verbs have their past tenses which are not formed in the “usual” way. They use unpredictable 
ways of forming their past tenses. Here are 4 ways this can happen: 

• Change a vowel: 
come = came   begin = began    grow = grew 
 

• Spell the same, but pronounce the word differently: 
read = Today I will read a book.  read = Yesterday, I read a book.  
 

• Spell the same and pronounce  the same: 
hit = Hit the ball.   hit = Yesterday, I hit a ball. 
shut = Shut the door.  shut = I shut the door earlier this morning. 
put = Put the dog outside.           put = She put the dog outside a few minutes ago. 
 

• Change the word completely: 
eat = ate   be  = was or were  do = did go = went  think = thought 
choose = chose  sleep = slept  stand = stood     wear = wore feel = felt 
 
 
 
 

Reading: Text Features 
Use the pictures, below, to help you know and understand text features: 
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Tuesday, April 21 

Reading – Complete 25 minutes of iReady Reading or Imagine Learning 

 

Wednesday, April 22 

Reading and Language: Review Mondays support for Irregular Verbs and Text Features. 

Science Support: 

Know and Understand: 

Life Cycle of a Butterfly Life Cycle of a Frog 

 

 

 

Butterfly: 

• Eggs 
• Larva (caterpillar) 
• Pupa (chrysalis) 
• Adult butterfly 

 

Frog: 

• Eggs 
• Tadpole 
• Froglet 
• Adult frog 
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Plant Life Cycle 

 

                                  Life Cycle of a Sunflower 
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Thursday, April 23 

 

Reading: Complete 25 minutes of iReady Reading or Imagine Learning 

Science: Did you watch the PowerPoint from Mrs. Winklemann about how weather, plants, 
animals, and humans cause changes to the environment? Wow! Let’s talk about some 
observations: 

Slide 2: In b I see a  road or sidewalk that has big cracks because a tree’s roots are growing. The 
tree caused a change in the concrete. It sure doesn’t look safe for people who want to walk or 
ride their bikes on the broken sidewalk!  Also,  the road or sidewalk made by humans has 
changed the natural environment that used to be just trees, grass, and other plants. It probably, 
then, changed the environment of some of the insects and animals.  

Slide 3: I see what looks like muddy tire tracks in the ground. Humans drive cars and trucks, so 
I’ll bet human changed the environment by ruining some of the grass. Maybe some of the 
animals that fear people and machines have scattered away which might change their habitats.  

Slide 4: Oh! This looks like a home for red ants! Maybe they are fire ants! Having them burrow 
and live so close to where humans walk might cause people to get stung by them. I’ll bet many 
of you have had ant bites!  

Slide 5: I see eggs in a nest! I wonder if they are in a young tree or maybe even a bush. Could 
people or other animals hurt eggs that are so easy to see and reach?  

Slide 6: I see a fun swing set! However, look how close it is to the big tree. While the tree might 
provide shade, could a branch fall off if there is a big gust of wind? So, in this case, the weather 
and a plant could affect humans. On the other hand, look under the swings. Can you see where 
kids enjoying the swings have scraped all the grass away with their shoes? So, in this case, 
humans impacted plants, changing the environment.  

Slide 7: I see a big puddle in the yard! Clearly the weather has changed the environment by 
flooding the ground.  

Slide 8: Oh, boy! It looks like a huge branch fell off the tree and onto a sidewalk and fence. I’ll 
bet a bad storm with lots of wind caused it to snap.  

Slide 9: I kind of love this picture for many reasons. Can you believe these little fragile seedlings 
are strong enough to press up and through the sidewalk? While humans making a sidewalk 
probably changed a lot of the natural grass and other plants growing, some plants were able to 
make their way through.  

 

 


